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 This is the shock that physician-mom Beth Ricanati learned when she started baking challah:
that basically stopping and baking loaf of bread was the best medicine she could prescribe for
women in a fast-paced globe. What if the smell of new bread could convert your house right into
a home? And imagine if the act of making the bread—could heal your heartache and your
emptiness, your sense of being overwhelmed?mixing and kneading, viewing and waiting
around— It can.What if you could bake breads once a week, every week?
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 We all have rituals, spiritual or elsewhere, in our daily lives, but the question is if we take time to
find the signifying in some of these rituals. For me personally, it was about slowing down and
being in as soon as and now I'm trying to embrace that more regularly. But, certainly, Beth
Ricanati, MD, provides taught me to avoid, think and become present.in this sense challah is a
tool to mindfulness, to becoming present. Most of us lead crazy occupied lives and this book
says STOP, decelerate and make challah, a normal bread for the Jewish sabbath. But seriously,
this book is normally for anyone, female or male, any religious beliefs, any ethnicity, who simply
needs to SLOW DOWN. For your mom, your sister, your auntie, your gram, your very best friend,
your boss, your hair stylist, your kid’s piano teacher and the institution bus driver. Life, wellness,
and challah baking I have to admit, it feels a little bit voyeuristic to learn this new work of Beth
Ricanati’s. She deftly weaves (as you might braid a loaf of challah) her very own story as a
mother, wife, and physician expert in women’s wellness with the nearly spiritual devotion she
has to planning challah. I very much enjoyed scanning this book and getting to know the writer
as she seems just like a friend I would like to have. This lovely memoir, filled with guidelines
about "proofing" your dough, opinions about various types of flour and blending utensils, is
certainly ultimately a gentle call to action for women, regardless of how busy, to make time for
his or her own moments of creativity and spiritual focus, of making something that is usually
physical but transcends the physical. It is a gift. She describes the friendships she’s formed in
this passion, and touts the advantages of baking challah for strengthening her community.
David Z A Perfect Gift for the "Givers" in Your Lives I am therefore grateful to Beth for
composing this reserve, her thoughtfulness and gentle humor were exactly what I didn't know I
needed in the midst of a busy existence and crazy world. She expresses an honesty which
makes the reader feel like they are experiencing a conversation with her over tea. I therefore
appreciate the journey she calls for us on from a girl who is eager to find her life's "calling"
through her like of art and finally, medicine, a journey that has led to this lovely book.While I was
raised Catholic and have not yet baked Challah without help from friends, I thus appreciate how
she makes the reader experience personally invited to this sacred ritual that has been section of
the lives of an incredible number of Jewish people.Challah baking and the trip to mindfulness I
loved this book. Ricanati's personal trip and how she became even more present through the
ritual of challah baking. Beth puts perfectly into phrases the daily struggle for working moms
and inspires us to reconnect ourselves and discover balance once again. a balancing work. Why
should I buy and examine this publication? How will it help me or my close friends? Here's what
I have thought to others about this book that I'll now put in words here: I grew up with morals
and values focused on the constant providing to others. I am really inspired by her terms and
motivated to start making my very own challah each week! I've all the tools I need to live a
balanced life, but the actuality of a busy career and aging parents often leaves me feeling empty
by the end of a day. Women are constantly being asked (even without a formal or immediate
question) to provide of themselves. It really is so often assumed inside our world that ladies
would be the fixer, caregiver, therapist, coach, chauffeur, or referee. But most days, nobody gives
us authorization to make period for ourselves in a manner that brings women collectively,
supporting and celebrating each other. No judgement about clothing size or how clean your
kitchen is usually or in the event that you had time to try the latest celebrity diet. Sadly, we have
been conditioned to wait for permission to take care of our bio-psycho-social needs, instead of
assuming it is certainly a crucial component that allows our other functions to work. Beth's
reserve is the authorization you're searching for. She's a trained medical doctor who is
composing you a prescription that your personal physician probably wishes they could, but



can't. This reserve is definitely a reminder that we can come collectively around a ritual, as
simple and complicated as baking bread, and just be. The only agenda is certainly baking
Challah - other things that rises, as the bread is being kneaded and baked, should come up as it
is meant to and that is where the actual healing takes place. It's OK to avoid and bake some
bread! It's mental health cleansing. Be the one who provides the women in your life permission
to make time for themselves, while still looking after those they love. It’s greater than a book
about loaf of bread. It’s a six-ingredient bread called Challah that will change your life because it
will educate you on to find patience along the way, discover beauty in the battle to properly braid
and not burn it and to watch your personal transformation through the every week ritual of
turning elements into fresh loaf of bread, with your personal hands. Challah -- not merely
comfort food, but comforting in the building, too The very last thing Dr. A challah each week..!.
Dr. Beth Ricanati’s book Braided is a fun, easy read of one woman’s journey to figure out how to
manage everything.. Whether it's challah or another thing that techniques us it really is never too
past due to be more present and even more fulfilled.Here's finished ., I often read these
evaluations to find a connection in what other reviewers are saying. She recognized that by
stopping each week to devote some time out for herself was the very best medicine she could
self-prescribe. Baking and making challah is definitely restorative and curing and allows us the
opportunity to connect with a larger community and disconnect from our occupied lives... The
gift of self-reflection This book will warm your heart and empower your spirit. For Beth, it’s not
“An apple a day time keeps the physician away”. But instead “A challah each week gives us the
presence we look for”. I am also a tuned yoga exercises instructor who has learned a little bit
about self-treatment and meditative ritual. Dr. Fun and inspirational read Fun and
inspirational...easy to read. I cannot wait to try the included Chalah recipe this Friday Delightful,
inspiring book! Gives a great perspective on life. Such a delightful, inspiring book.... I enjoyed it
and am reading again already!! Well written and inspiring, Ricanati reminds us that the world
won't come crashing straight down all around us if we take time to stop and smell the baking
loaf of bread. Just reading the book itself was a good way for me to slow down, focus on "being
present," and carve out time to practice mindfulness and ritual. Since reading the reserve, I have
been inspired to make my very own personal rituals, one of which is usually baking challah
weekly! Dr. And I treasured her personal stories about how rituals like this can make a house a
home. Ricanati's recipe and tips on baking challah were easy and incredibly accessible even for
somebody like me who is not a baker.I also think this publication is a great gift, and I have
bought it for every one of the women in my children and my closest friends for the holidays...
Meaningful and thoughtful read Loved scanning this meaningful and thoughtful book. I can't
say enough advantages of this book!. A beautiful, inspiring read We all need ways to feel
inspired and Braided reminds us that we have the power to change and with the right mindset
we can slow down and more fully appreciate what is all over. I was transferred by Dr. Beth invites
us, through her own encounters, to make time once a week to intentionally pause, reflect and
discover the recovery and meaning in a ritual that's designed to nourish us and our family
members.. I am going to buy this publication for those nearest and dearest in my life. What a
wonderful read! Thank you Beth Ricanati for posting your tale - I am influenced... I take
advantage of her challah recipe every Friday now and while I'm making it, pounding it, I'm
centered on making this challah for the people I love. She provides her insights in to the health
benefits of each ingredient in her quality recipes. Dr. Ricanati beautifully describes her trip to
mindfulness and the importance of the ritual of earning challah each week has trained her. This
reserve can serve as an aspiration to people.I look forward to finding my "challah". I loved this



reserve and can't wait to make challah! I have never made a challah before but plan to soon after
reading this beautifully written reserve! This was a wonderful read. The writer seamlessly
weaves in styles of wellness, getting present for family, friends and self and what baking a loaf
of loaf of bread every Friday has taught her (and it's a lot of good stuff!) I highly recommend this
reserve and anticipate buying even more copies this holidays for friends who I know will love it
too! And lastly, to witness what goes on when you make period for yourself, it can sometimes be
the greatest gift you can also give to others. Beth Ricananti thought she needed as a active
physician and mother of three children was to add a time-consuming, exacting practice every
week: producing challah from scratch. Beth is certainly a smart physician and adheres to a
healthy life style. This is a lovely, well crafted and inspiring publication, reminding many Jewish
females (including me) why we have to make enough time to dip our hands in the flour,
combine, knead, elevate with a blessing, and serve a delicious loaf that's much more compared
to the sum of its parts.You should purchase this reserve for yourself. Ricanati shares her
professional thoughts and her personal stories in such a beautiful and helpful memoir.and of
course we find yourself with something delicious as the end result. And most significantly, a
ritual that brings us as well as others - in a global that may often feel so separated through
social mass media and busy schedules, being with others may also be the best medication of
most. I both laughed and cried while reading this book; amazed at the way Beth articulates how
easy self-reflection and centering can be lost in the the daily grind. I shut this publication feeling
inspired and established... I adored reading it, and utilize it as a guide to be there and let Judaism
play a role in my existence. This is actually the perfect gift for just about any woman in your daily
life. Recommended pairing: chamomile within an over-sized ceramic mug. Intentionally delicious
What a great go through! This journey really transferred me and I swear you can simply smell
the baking challah as you read the pages. Challah as a tool to mindfulness I love the idea that if
you are making challah you can't do anything else..
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